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Mapping and quantifying hydrologic exchange flows (HEFs) is critical to

environmental monitoring and remediation at contaminated sites; however,

these objectives are challenging in highly dynamic systems, e.g., along dam-

regulated rivers, where HEFs vary rapidly. Direct seepage measurements are

labor-intensive and difficult to automate, whereas indirect (e.g., thermal) and

remote sensing methods have potential to allow continuous monitoring with

limited field effort. We present a preliminary assessment of a multi-scale

temperature-based strategy for monitoring HEFs along the Hanford Reach

of the Columbia River, in eastern WA, United States. Five thermal methods were

assessed. First, a vertical temperature profile (VTP) was installed into the

streambed. The VTP data were analyzed using a data assimilation algorithm

designed for automated real-time estimation in dynamic systems. Second, a

thermal infrared (TIR) camera was used in roving surveys to identify seeps. Third,

a TIR camera was stationed at the VTP site to collect images at 1-h intervals.

Together, the two TIR datasets provided a basis to assess the potential for

drone-based TIR. Fourth, temperature was measured at the sediment/water

interface to assess fiber-optic distributed temperature sensing. Fifth, imagery

from the ECOSTRESS satellite mission was acquired to assess the potential of

spaceborne thermal monitoring. Based on our preliminary assessment, VTP,

TIR, and bed temperature measurements provide complementary spatial

coverage, temporal sampling, and resolution; these methods have potential

for long-term, automated monitoring of HEFs. The publicly available

spaceborne imagery, however, proved inadequate because of insufficient

spatial resolution and data gaps resulting from cloud cover and revisit

frequency.
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Introduction

Characterizing and quantifying hydrologic exchange flows

(HEFs) is important to understanding and addressing fate and

transport of contaminants at the Hanford Site in eastern WA,

United States. HEFs between the aquifer system and the

Columbia River vary substantially in space and time due to

geomorphologic and river-stage controls, respectively (e.g.,

Arntzen et al., 2006; Fritz and Arntzen, 2007; Slater et al.,

2010; Johnson et al., 2012; Shuai et al., 2019; Chen et al.,

2022; Johnson et al., 2022). HEFs comprise bidirectional water

exchange through both the bank and bed, and thus include

nested hyporheic and groundwater flow paths. Mapping and

quantifying the spatial and temporal distribution of HEFs is

difficult and costly using direct measurements with seepage

meters (Lee, 1977); these issues are further compounded at

the Hanford Site by challenges associated with the highly

dynamic, dam-regulated Columbia River and the armoring of

the streambed. Large (>1 m) diel stage fluctuations, and coarse

bed sediments complicate the use of seepage meters and

installation of piezometers. Although electronic seepage

meters and differential pressure transducers have enormous

potential (e.g., Fritz et al., 2009), heat tracing requires only

low-cost and robust passive sensors and thus is more

amenable to automated, autonomous, and cost-effective

measurement over long periods of time (e.g., Zhou et al., 2017).

Measurements of temperature have been interpreted

qualitatively to map the spatial pattern of HEFs and

quantitatively to infer water flux in diverse environments

(Anderson, 2005). Vertical temperature profiles (VTPs)

collected over time below the sediment/water interface (SWI)

can be analyzed using signal-extraction approaches (e.g., Hatch

et al., 2006; Gordon et al., 2012) or model-calibration (e.g.,

Lapham, 1989; Koch et al., 2016) to yield quantitative

estimates of water flux across the SWI, both upwelling and

downwelling, in lotic and lentic environments. VTP-based

estimates of flux are highly local to VTP probes, which is

both an advantage and disadvantage. On one hand, VTPs can

resolve spatial variability in flux where exchange varies as a

function of permeability, as at the Hanford Site. On the other

hand, VTPs are poorly suited to finding seeps or mapping HEFs

spatially.

For mapping HEFs, appropriate thermal technologies

include thermal infrared (TIR) imaging (e.g., Torgersen et al.,

2001; Deitchman and Loheide 2006; Loheide and Gorelick, 2006;

Briggs et al., 2013), and fiber-optic distributed temperature

sensing (FO-DTS) (e.g., Selker et al., 2006; Slater et al., 2010).

TIR imaging can measure spatially distributed temperatures

using handheld or mounted cameras (e.g., Loheide and

Gorelick, 2006) or aerial surveys (e.g., Briggs et al., 2019;

Harvey et al., 2019). TIR imagery has been analyzed

quantitatively to infer seepage (e.g., Loheide and Gorelick,

2006), but it is more commonly used to qualitatively map the

spatial distribution of seepage (e.g., Briggs et al., 2013; Briggs

et al., 2019; Harvey et al., 2019). The sensitivity of TIR

measurements is limited to the surface skin (first ~0.1 mm;

Abolt et al., 2018) of the target, i.e., the water surface; thus,

TIR cannot sense flux from a stream downward through the

streambed (downwelling) or from the stream into the bank.

Furthermore, the effectiveness of TIR to detect upwelling also

requires that 1) a sufficient temperature contrast exists between

seepage and surface water, and 2) the water column is sufficiently

shallow or unmixed that the seepage manifests a detectable

signal. TIR sensitivity to upwelling is optimal in winter

conditions, when discharging water is warm and buoyant

relative to surface water (e.g., Harvey et al., 2019); however,

stage and discharge are also considerations.

Spaceborne imaging has potential to extend the capabilities of

ground and airborne TIR to the regional scale; however, the

resolution of publicly available spaceborne imaging is several

orders of magnitude inferior to that of ground-based TIR. For

monitoring applications, temporal resolution is also limited. For

example, the ECOsystem Spaceborne Thermal Radiometer

Experiment on Space Station (ECOSTRESS) satellite mission

(e.g., Fisher et al., 2020) and Landsat have revisit times of 4 and

16 days, respectively. Furthermore, the timing of image acquisition is

fixed by the satellite’s orbit and may not be optimal for a given

locality (i.e., when emissivity is at its diurnal peak). Lack of cloud-

free images can also pose challenges.

Temperature measurements at the SWI provide information

to map seepage spatially (e.g., Conant, 2004) and can be acquired

using thermistors, thermocouples, or FO-DTS. Whereas the first

two are point measurements, FO-DTS provides spatially

distributed measurements along cables of up to several

kilometers in length (e.g., Selker et al., 2006). FO-DTS is well

suited to long-term automated monitoring. In terms of spatial

coverage, FO-DTS is limited to providing information only at the

cable. FO-DTS at the SWI has been used to infer the spatial

locations (e.g., McCobb et al., 2018) and timing (e.g., Slater et al.,

2010) of seepage. Like TIR, FO-DTS cannot detect downwelling

when deployed above the SWI, although mixing and the

buoyancy of discharging water are less important than for TIR.

TheHanford Site (Figure 1A) is an area of over 500miles2 located

in eastern WA, United States. Now operated by the Department of

Energy, the site was used for over 40 years starting in 1943 for nuclear

reactor fuel fabrication, reactor operations, and chemical separation.

Fluids containing radioisotopes and metals were discharged to the

shallow subsurface, and environmental remediation efforts are

ongoing. The Columbia River, which borders the site, is regulated

by a series of hydropower dams, which results in large stage

fluctuations, commonly exceeding a meter a day. Dam operations

and seasonal precipitation and snowmelt patterns result in highly

dynamic exchange between the aquifer and river, with high-

frequency flow reversals (e.g., Arntzen et al., 2006; Fritz and

Arntzen, 2007; Johnson et al., 2012; Johnson et al., 2022). The

annual average flow in the Hanford Reach was 3,360 m3/s, and
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average daily flows varied from 1,000 to 10,000 m3/s during the

period from 1994–2005 (Fritz et al., 2009). Additional complexity in

HEFs is imposed by the morphology of the streambed and

permeability heterogeneity arising from the distribution and

variability of reworked alluvial deposits derived from the Hanford

and Ringold formations (Figure 1B). HEFs are focused where more

permeable streambed deposits connect the groundwater system to

the river. The pattern of discharge to the river is thus spatially and

temporally complex; hence new approaches are needed at Hanford

and in other dynamic systems to monitor exchange and provide

hydraulic context to guide sampling design and interpretation.

Our objective in this brief report is to present a preliminary

assessment of five different technologies for a multi-scale strategy

to map and quantify seepage along the Hanford Reach of the

Columbia River and in highly dynamic systems in general.

Materials and method

We assess the utility of 1) VTPs collected in the streambed, 2)

roving TIR imaging, 3) time-series TIR imaging of water surface

temperature, 4) spaceborne thermal imaging of surface

FIGURE 1
(A) Study site and location of probes, highlighting T-123, wells (yellow circles), and cross-section transect; (B) cross section along transect A-A′
in (A), (C) ECOSTRESS thermal image from 6:28 p.m. local time 3/24/2022; (D) thermal camera setup for automated monitoring; (E) TIR image of the
water surface collected in shallow (~6 cm) surface water using the FLIR E8-XT within 5 feet of T-123 on 9/12/2022; and (F) TIR image collected of the
SWI in the absence of surface water using the FLIR E8-XT within 5 feet of T-123 on 9/12/2022. In (E) and (F), focused seeps appear as cold
anomalies, and the field of view is approximately 1 m in the x direction.
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temperature, and 5) temperature measurements at the SWI. Flux

estimates based on the VTP data provide a basis to evaluate the

other types of temperature data for identifying where and when

HEFs (especially discharge to surface water) occur.

VTP-based flux estimation

A TRodX (AlphaMach) VTP was installed in the bed of the

Columbia River in the Hanford Reach within the transition

between the free-flowing river and McNary pool (Figure 1A)

at a site where seepage was observed visually and confirmed

using handheld TIR. The probe contained sensors along its

vertical length. A hole was piloted and the TRodX inserted to

achieve sensor depths of 0.00, 0.05, 0.10, 0.15, 0.25, and 0.35 m

below the SWI. Data were collected at a 10-min interval. The

sensor resolution, R, is reported to be 0.0625°C. Sensor

calibration was checked using a water bath to confirm

readings were within sensor resolution. The VTP results

provide a basis for assessing the ability of TIR, satellite-

based imaging, and SWI temperature to detect upwelling.

For the VTP analysis, we did not consider data from the

0.00-m depth thermistor which instead were used as proxy for

FO-DTS deployed at the SWI.

We use the recently published tempest1d library (McAliley

et al., 2022a; McAliley et al., 2022b) to analyze the VTP data.

tempest1d includes tools for analysis of VTP data collected in

highly dynamic systems subject to rapid changes and reversals in

flux. We implement the library’s Extended Rauch-Tung-Striebel

Smoother (ERTSS) as a fixed-interval smoother, i.e., the full

dataset is used for rolling estimation of flux over time; however,

tempest1d also includes filtering codes for real-time data analysis.

The VTP analysis requires 1) values for sediment thermal

properties, 2) a model for measurement error, and 3) a model for

the process covariance. We measured thermal conductivity and

heat capacity in situ using a Tempos analyzer and SH-3 probe

(Meter Group). Three measurements were collected and

averaged. Temperature measurement error was assumed to be

FIGURE 2
(A) Columbia River stage measured in the Hanford Reach ~900 m south (downstream) of the study site; (B) VTP data at different depths below
the SWI; (C) estimated flux with upwelling negative and downwelling positive; (D) temperature measured at the SWI; (E) TIR time-series and
ECOSTRESS data.
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gaussian white noise with a standard error, σ, of 0.04°C based on

the sensor resolution and the relation σ � R/
�

3
√

. The process

noise was also assumed to be gaussian white, with zero mean and

a variance found according to the discrepancy principle

(McAliley et al., 2022a); this automated approach identifies

the process variance such that the measurement misfit is

consistent with the assumed standard error. Data from the

0.05-m and 0.35-m thermistors were used to define boundary

conditions for the 1D heat-transport model, and data from the

interior thermistors were used for calibration.

The analysis of over 20,000 VTP measurements required

~10 min of CPU time on an Intel(R) i7-1185G7 3.00 GHz

processor with 16 GB of RAM. Most of the CPU time was

devoted to identification of the process noise model. In

practice, this would be performed once (or perhaps on a

schedule) and the tempest1d filtering algorithm would

assimilate new data as they became available and update

estimates in real time.

Temperature at the SWI

As a proxy for FO-DTS, a temperature sensor was located

at the SWI. We compare the resulting SWI data with the co-

located flux estimates, but, of course, the proxy data does not

demonstrate the value of FO-DTS being spatially distributed.

Current FO-DTS technology has sub-meter resolution in

space, and, depending on instrument configuration, the

temperature accuracy and precision of FO-DTS is similar

to point-measurement instruments. FO-DTS has been used

to locate seeps and qualitatively monitor discharge over time.

In some studies, FO-DTS data have been analyzed using time-

frequency (Henderson et al., 2009) and classification methods

(Mwakanyamale et al., 2013) to map seepage locations within

a probabilistic framework. Here, we use wavelet coherence

(Grinsted et al., 2004) to assess the potential of relating FO-

DTS to discharge (i.e., upwelling not downwelling).

From mid-March to early-May, stage was low (Figure 2A),

and the FO-DTS proxy was in very shallow water or else

exposed, as confirmed visually using the optical images from

the TIR camera. Our proxy for FO-DTS thus was strongly

affected by, or else measuring, air temperature; this

complication must be expected for FO-DTS deployments in

shallow water in highly dynamic systems. We therefore limit

the coherence analysis to data from mid-May through July,

when stage was high and both upwelling and downwelling

occurred.

TIR surveys and monitoring

TIR data were collected in two modes 1) roving TIR

surveys with handheld cameras were used to detect

locations of focused HEFs and thus assess the potential for

drone-based TIR; and 2) a mounted camera was programmed

to collect time-series TIR imaging at a single location at 60-

min intervals to ground-truth the spaceborne images, which

are lower resolution. A FLIR E8-XT camera was used for

roving “snapshot” surveys, and a FLIR Duo Pro R camera in a

waterproof enclosure with an infrared (IR) window was used

for time-series data collection. The Duo Pro R was mounted

approximately 2.5 m above the SWI and 2.25 m above the

water surface at the time of its installation to take images with

a downward planar view; however, the Columbia River is

highly dynamic, and high stage conditions prevented data

collection for much of the study period (Figures 1A,D). Both

cameras have thermal sensitivities of <0.05°C per the

manufacturer. The goal of roving surveys is anomaly

detection, and the goal for time-series monitoring is

correlation of fluctuations with other datasets. Neither goal

requires field calibration to correct for instrument bias (e.g.,

Harvey et al., 2019), although this would be important for

measurement of absolute temperature.

FIGURE 3
(A) A subset of ERTSS flux estimates (dark blue line) as specific
discharge and 95% confidence interval (cyan) showing fluctuations
and reversals in flux. Downwelling is positive, and upwelling is
negative. The confidence interval expands in width in
between sample times as a function of sensitivity or changing
measurement interval; this is evident during data gaps (e.g., there
are several gaps during June 23–24). (B) Visual-light image of the
IR camera site, collected by the Duo Pro R.
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Spaceborne thermal imaging

Temperature imagery from the ECOSTRESS satellite mission

(Fisher et al., 2020) was acquired. Compared to drone-based IR,

spaceborne imaging offers synoptic data, which obviates corrections

for time variations and thus facilitates interpretation. The satellite

images were collected every 4 days at 6:28 p.m. Pacific Standard

Time, which is sub-optimal for inference of groundwater discharge,

for which sensitivity ismaximized during the hottest or coldest times

of day, respectively, in warm and cold months. The image pixel size

is ~21 m; thus, a single pixel may cover both land and water

depending on river stage (Figure 1B).

Cloud cover and lack of tier 1 data limited useable

ECOSTRESS data to six images during the period of VTP

data collection and only one image during the period of TIR

camera operations. The paucity of spaceborne data during the

study period prevents use of the wavelet and other time-series

comparisons with other data types. In our assessment, the

spaceborne data could not be correlated with flux estimates

and could not resolve areas where HEFs are focused. For this

reason, we limit presentation of spaceborne results and refer the

reader to the Supplemental Information.

Results

The experimental results are shown and compared in

Figure 2 for a 5-month period starting in late February 2022.

Short gaps (a few to tens of samples) in VTP data resulted from

instrument issues and dropped measurements during download.

Longer data gaps occurred with the TIR monitoring because of

power issues and the rise of stream stage above the mounted

camera. Gaps between spaceborne datasets precluded their

further consideration (Figure 2E).

VTP-based flux estimation

The tempest1d analysis yields estimates of flux as specific

discharge, q. By convention, q is positive downward, negative

upward; hence, positive q indicates downwelling and negative

indicates upwelling. The results (Figure 2A, Figure 3) show

reversals driven by seasonal and higher-frequency fluctuations

in the hydraulic gradient between the river and aquifer. The flux

estimates indicate predominant upwelling during low-stage

conditions in winter and early spring and predominant

downwelling during high-stage conditions in later spring and

into summer as stage rises; however, notable high-frequency

fluctuations and flow reversals occur throughout the study

period. During very low stage, when the streambed in the

vicinity of the VTP was dry except for a few days, the analysis

produced flux estimates close to zero, thus highlighting the

robustness of the algorithm. tempest1d matched the data, on

average to the target root-mean-squared error of 0.04°C. The

range of flux estimates compares favourably with that of Chen

et al. (2022) (−1.5 to 1.5 m/d). Although data gaps are

problematic for signal-extraction approaches, data gaps posed

no significant challenges to tempest1d.

Temperature at the SWI

The time series of SWI temperature is displayed in Figure 2D.

Commonly, FO-DTS data are interpreted qualitatively for

locations or periods of upwelling based in part on inspection

of variance, with the conceptual model that upwelling modulates

the amplitude of fluctuations in surface water that are driven by

diurnal heating and nocturnal cooling; i.e., where/when

upwelling occurs, amplitudes are diminished, and thus

variance is lower (Domanski et al., 2020). Here, however,

comparing with estimated flux (Figure 2C), we see weaker

SWI temperature variability during periods of downwelling

rather than upwelling in mid-March to early May.

TIR camera surveys and monitoring

Roving TIR surveys were used to detect focused seepage

(Figures 1E,F) at locations where the streambed is submerged or

exposed. The time-series TIR data of water surface temperature

are summarized in terms of the image mean, plotted as a time

FIGURE 4
(A) Time series of proxy FO-DTS and flux; and (B) wavelet
coherence between proxy FO-DTS and flux, with arrows indicating
phase lag relative to period. During upwelling, coherence is strong
at multiple periods, with phase locking, and positive lags
between temperature and flux indicated by phase arrows pointed
to the right and downward. For guidance on interpreting wavelet
coherence plots, the reader is referred to Harmon et al. (2021).
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series (Figure 2E). Comparison of TIR with spaceborne results

was precluded by lack of spaceborne time-series data. The time-

series TIR measurements of surface temperature exhibit stronger

diel fluctuations than VTP or proxy FO-DTS data, as expected. It

was not possible to redeploy the camera during the period of

predominant upwelling; thus, most of the period of data

collection was during downwelling, to which TIR is insensitive.

Discussion

The VTP-based flux estimates (Figure 2C, Figure 3) show

rapid changes and reversals in flux consistent with findings of

past studies in the Hanford Reach of the Columbia River

(Arntzen et al., 2006; Fritz and Arntzen, 2007; Johnson et al.,

2012; Chen et al., 2022; Johnson et al., 2022). Comparing flux

estimates between studies is difficult because of permeability

heterogeneity between study sites and temporal variability in

hydraulic conditions; however, the range and annual pattern of

our flux estimates compare favourably with previous work

nearby (Fritz and Arntzen, 2007; Chen et al., 2022).

Many time-series and signal-processing approaches available

to estimate flux from TIR, SWI temperature (or FO-DTS), and

(or) spaceborne thermal imaging require continuous datasets. As

discussed above, data gaps were observed in all temperature data

types. Such data gaps must be anticipated for long-term,

autonomous monitoring.

The use of proxy FO-DTS to compare with flux is limited to

1) the timeframe during which the temperature sensor is

submerged, and 2) upwelling conditions. During our study

period, these two conditions were satisfied from June

30 through July 19. This complication should be anticipated

for FO-DTS deployments in streams subject to large stage

fluctuations. Commonly, FO-DTS investigations target the

shallow terrestrial/aquatic interface, and thus the cable is

installed in shallow water near the edge of the stream. At our

study site, however, this interface migrates laterally and vertically

as stage rises and falls; consequently, any future deployments

should involve multiple cables at different distances from

the bank.

The proxy FO-DTS and flux estimates are compared in

Figure 4A. Past FO-DTS work in the Hanford Reach

demonstrated time-frequency decomposition of FO-DTS time

series to map HEFs (Mwakanyamale et al., 2012; Mwakanyamale

et al., 2013). Here, we examine the wavelet coherence between

SWI temperature and flux (Figure 4B) to assess time- and

frequency-dependent correlations between SWI temperature

and estimated flux. During upwelling conditions, strong

coherence (0.8–1 expressed as magnitude squared) is observed

at multiple periods with phase locking. Persistent coherence is

observed across the entire upwelling period at a period of

~2.5 days and with a lag of ~7.5 h. Following strong upwelling

events (e.g., July 2, 3, 11, 17, and 18), additional coherence peaks

with consistent phase appear at shorter periods, extending to

~1.5 h. These results indicate the potential for using time-series

classification to detect upwelling occurring along FO-DTS cables.

Mwakanyamale et al. (2013) used discriminant analysis to

classify a reach of the Columbia River bed as exchange/non-

exchange based on FO-DTS and training data for alluvial

thickness. Based on our results, we suggest future use of time-

series classification to detect upwelling conditions; this is an

easier problem than quantifying flux, for which VTP or more

direct measurements remain necessary.

The roving TIR surveys revealed locations of focused HEFs,

underscoring the potential utility of drone-based TIR for

mapping submerged seeps in shallow water. Additional work

is required to assess the limits on detection imposed by water

depth and mixing. Drone-based surveys would not produce data

with the sampling frequency of the mounted camera, but

missions could be triggered by conditions seen in other

datasets. For example, if VTP estimates or FO-DTS

measurements indicate upwelling, drone surveys could be

performed to map seepage. Mapping seepage under various

stage conditions could provide a spatial inventory of HEFs.

The ECOSTRESS image data proved inadequate for mapping

HEFs or quantifying flux for lack of 1) the spatial resolution

required for identifying locations where upwelling is occurring or

meaningful correlation with VTP, and 2) temporal sampling,

which is limited by the 4-day revisit time and greatly exacerbated

by issues with cloud cover or data quality. Only ~10% of the

ECOSTRESS data collected during our study period were tier 1,

rendering the average interval between datasets effectively

~35 days.

Although publicly available spaceborne imagery does not

appear to be feasible for characterizing spatial-temporal variation

in surface temperature relevant to HEFs, airborne imagery from

drones offers adequate resolution and scheduling flexibility. In

July of 2017 a fixed-wing airborne mission with TIR sensor was

used to map surface temperature across the Hanford Site at 0.5-m

resolution (see appendix, Figure 1). This resolution appears

adequate for identifying discharge at a scale observed by the

handheld TIR camera.

There is increasing use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs)

at Department of Energy Legacy Management sites and other

cleanup sites throughout the U.S. (DOE, 2020). UAVs are an

increasingly practical monitoring solution as costs decrease and

technology advances lead to more practical utilization. UAV

flight schedule can be programmatically aligned with ideal daily

conditions for capturing thermal signatures. Relevant to this

study, drones can presumably capture imagery to detect seepage

at the scale observed in this study area.

This brief report provides a preliminary assessment of how

FO-DTS and drone- or satellite-based TIR information could be

used to fill gaps between locations where VTPs are available. The

sensitivity of TIR and FO-DTS is limited to upwelling

(discharge), whereas VTPs are sensitive to upwelling and
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downwelling. Nevertheless, information about the timing—and

possibly magnitude—of discharge is critical to understanding

fate and transport at the Hanford Site. Our preliminary

conclusions are:

(1) The new tempest1d code is well suited to analysis of VTP data

from the Hanford Reach. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first application of these codes to field experimental

data from the type of dynamic system for which they were

developed.

(2) The spaceborne thermal imagery currently available for

the site is inadequate with respect to temporal coverage

and spatial resolution for monitoring upwelling; however,

thermal imagery collected from UAVs does appear

adequate.

(3) TIR cameras, which were assessed as a proxy for data from

drone-based TIR, showed potential for mapping locations of

upwelling. Additional work is required to assess constraints

(water depth, velocity) on TIR-based seep detection.

(4) Temperature data collected at the SWI, taken as proxy for

FO-DTS, showed potential for integration with VTP results

within statistical frameworks.
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